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Page by Paige by Laura Lee Gulledge
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/8928004-page-by-paige
Page by Paige has 7,404 ratings and 891 reviews. Eilonwy said: This book really makes
me wish for a half-star option. It was a solid 3-1/2 for me, rounde...

PAGE BY PAIGE by Laura Lee Gulledge ... - Kirkus
Reviews
https://www.kirkusreviews.com/.../laura-lee-gulledge/page-paige
A sweet coming-of-age graphic novel about an artistic introvert.

Amazon.com: Page by Paige (9780810997226): Laura
Lee ...
www.amazon.com › â€¦ › Teen & Young Adult › Literature & Fiction
Praise for Page by Paige â€œGulledge's b&w illustrations are simple but well-suited to
their subject matter; ... Page by Paige by Laura Lee Gulledge Paperback $9.86.

Images of page by paige laura lee gulledge
bing.com/images
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Laura Lee Gulledge (Author of Page by Paige)
https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/4215822.Laura_Lee_Gulledge
About Laura Lee Gulledge: LAURA LEE GULLEDGE is the Charlottesville, Virginia based
author and illustrator of the YA graphic novels Will & Whit and Page ...

Page by Paige by Laura Lee Gulledge | 60second Book
â€¦
www.60secondrecap.com/reviews/page-by-paige
Paige is the new girl in a town that's already wall-to-wall people. So how do you find your
place in New York City?

Page by Paige by Laura Lee Gulledge, Paperback | â€¦
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/page-by-paige-laura-lee-gulledge/...
The Paperback of the Page by Paige by Laura Lee Gulledge at Barnes & Noble. FREE
Shipping on $25 or more! 15% Off Your Order with code SUMMER ;

Book Wind: Page by Paige by Laura Lee Gulledge
bookwind.blogspot.com/2012/04/page-by-paige-by-laura-lee-gulledge.html
Apr 14, 2012 · Page by Paige earned a spot in 2012's Great Graphic Novels for Teens for
many great reasons. Needless to say, the author, Laura Lee Gulledge, did an excellent
job in writing this graphic novel.

Laura Lee Gulledge | Amazon Official Site
Ad · www.amazon.com/books/childrens
Browse & Discover Thousands of Childrens Book Titles, for Less.
Read Ratings & Reviews · Explore Amazon Devices · Deals of the Day
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Page by Paige
Book by Laura Lee
Gulledge

Paige Turner has just
moved to New York with
her family, and she's
having some trouble
adjusting to the biâ€¦

Author: Laura Lee Gulledge

First published: May 01, 2011

Number of pages: 192

Genres: Comics · Fiction · Sequential Art ·
Young Adult · Realistic Fiction

People also search for: Will & Whit

Get the book
Amazon
Buy

Barnes and Noble
Buy

Customer reviews
 Jan 27, 2017

I bought this book for my teenage daughter
for Christmas because she had borrowed it
from the school library and loved it. Once
she was done re-reading it, I had a chance
to read it and absolutely LOVEâ€¦ Read
more

Read more Customer Reviews at
Amazon.com
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